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A B S T R A C T

Biodiversity and ecosystem services are intrinsically linked. Since human activities have both intensive

and extensive impacts on the environment, it is critical to understand spatial relationships between

conservation priorities for biodiversity and ecosystem services. The manner in which various aspects of

biodiversity relate to ecosystem services and the spatial congruence between biodiversity and these

services, is, however, unclear. In the present study in the Baiyangdian watershed, China, we investigated

spatial characteristics of biodiversity and ecosystem services using correlation, overlap, and principal

component, analyses. The spatial correlations between biodiversity and ecosystem services were found

to be high. Biodiversity was positively correlated with soil retention, water yield and carbon

sequestration and negatively correlated with N/P retention and pollination. Pairwise overlap was found

to be the highest between N and P retention, biodiversity and carbon sequestration, and biodiversity and

water yield. Other couples indicated moderate or small overlap. Principal component analysis indicated

that biodiversity and six ecosystem services could be divided into two groups, which could be managed

and conserved separately. It can be concluded that biodiversity priorities co-occur with water yield, soil

retention and carbon sequestration, and do not co-occur with N/P retention and pollination. Conservation

of a biodiversity hotspot was associated with maintaining 45.02% of a carbon sequestration hotspot,

42.05% of a water yield hotspot, and 23.29% of a soil retention hotspot, indicating that conserving

biodiversity will also result in the protection of these services. The bundling of biodiversity and

ecosystem services is thus both possible and practical. Our findings provide valuable information on

congruence and divergence among conservation hotspots and the protection of ecosystem services. They

also indicate that a systematic and comprehensive approach that can have wide-ranging policy

implications in terms of optimizing conservation strategies for multiple ecosystem services.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Biodiversity and ecosystem services – i.e. the benefits that
humans derive from ecosystems – are intrinsically linked: the
former underpins most ecosystem services and the maintenance of
ecosystem services is often used to justify biodiversity conserva-
tion actions, because of the importance of such services in
sustaining human livelihoods (Bookbinder et al., 1998; MA, 2005;
Naughton-Treves et al., 2005; Egoh et al., 2009). Nevertheless, both
biodiversity and ecosystem services are increasingly threatened by
human activities (MA, 2005). The hope among conservation
biologists and policy-makers alike is that existing and future
conservation strategies can deliver on both biodiversity, and
ecosystem services (Janzen, 1998; Balvanera et al., 2001; Daily and
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Matson, 2008; Goldman et al., 2008; Eigenbrod et al., 2009; de
Groot et al., 2010). To achieve this, it becomes necessary to explore
the links between biodiversity and ecosystem services (Burkhard
et al., 2010).

The relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem services
has not been a central concern of ecologists and has not, therefore,
been of direct relevance to public policy. Recent studies have
identified various important relationships: increases in biodiver-
sity positively affecting productivity but decreasing stability
(Pfisterer and Schmid, 2002); and the observation that conserva-
tion of biodiversity also results in the provision of additional
ecosystem services (e.g. Ricketts et al., 2004; Russ et al., 2004). An
IUCN report on post-2010 targets (IUCN, 2009) suggested that new
targets could focus on human benefits of biodiversity arising
through ecosystem services, which reflect the view that protecting
ecosystem services also helps to protect biodiversity. Contrary to
these initiatives, Egoh et al. (2009) concluded that the match
between biodiversity and ecosystem services is not strong. Naidoo
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Fig. 1. The Baiyangdian watershed.
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et al. (2006) argues further that by ignoring the cost side of
conservation planning, ecologists and conservation biologists are
missing great opportunities to more efficiently achieve conserva-
tion objectives in a world of limited conservation resources. The
debate continues.

A more comprehensive understanding of the relationships
between biodiversity and ecosystem services and the effectiveness
of biodiversity conservation strategies in providing both biodiver-
sity and ecosystem services is thus currently an important
ecological issue (Odling-Smee, 2005; Sutherland et al., 2006;
Eigenbrod et al., 2009).

The links between biodiversity and ecosystem services are
complex (Costanza et al., 2007). Despite extensive discussion on
relationships between biodiversity and ecosystem services, details
on the ways in which various aspects of biodiversity relate to
ecosystem services, and to what extent the conservation of
biodiversity will ensure the provision of these services, remain
unclear (Egoh et al., 2009; Pert et al., 2010). At present, much
conservation effort is geared towards biodiversity per se and our
knowledge of conserving ecosystem services is still in its infancy
(Balvanera et al., 2001; Egoh et al., 2007).

Some studies have, however, evaluated spatial relationships
between biodiversity and ecosystem services. Chan et al. (2006)
found a poor relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem
services, a generally low correlation between biodiversity and
ecosystem services, and a moderate overlap between the two. In
another study, Turner et al. (2007) found a generally high overlap
between biodiversity priorities and ecosystem services. The
ambiguity of these findings suggests that there is a need to extend
the investigation into new regions that have not been extensively
researched (Egoh et al., 2009).

In an increasing number of regions, the human population is so
dense that extensive wilderness areas are entirely lacking.
Anthropogenic drivers and their impacts on the relationships
between biodiversity and ecosystem services of human-dominat-
ed landscapes are thus not well understood. The need to protect
biodiversity and ecosystem services within human-dominated
landscapes has been recognized by practitioners (Eigenbrod et al.,
2009). Given the limited time, available resources, and looming
imminent threats, to both biodiversity and to ecosystem services,
we emphasize the need to prioritize this process by including
human-related factors. In this study we assess the spatial
congruence between biodiversity and ecosystem services in the
Baiyangdian watershed, China, which is a human-dominated
landscape. Specifically, we assess the opportunities for bundling
biodiversity conservation with ecosystem services at the water-
shed scale and identify areas where protection of multiple benefits
would be the most efficient. The broad aim of our paper is to
present a systematic methodology for protecting biodiversity and
ecosystem services in the world’s watersheds.

We do this by asking the following questions:

How much of each service is being generated by each land
parcel?
To what extent does biodiversity correlate with, or overlap
with, other ecosystem services?

2. Study area and methods

2.1. Study area

The Baiyangdian watershed (Fig. 1) is located in the middle of
the north China plain and covers an area of 31,200 km2. It has a
complicated topography with higher lands in the west and lower
lands in the east. Mountain areas mainly consist of forest and
grassland, which accounts for 64.1% of the total area; plains areas
are mainly agricultural. Forest, grassland, and agricultural use
account for 26.13%, 26.74% and 36.57% of the total area,
respectively. The watershed has a high population density, with
more than 448 people km�2 (Note: the average wordwide
population density is 45 people km�2 (Central Intelligence Agency,
2008). The area also suffers from extreme water shortages, with an
annual average water availability of 3.12 billion m3 and a per
capital water availability of 297 m3). Due to a combination of
natural factors and recent human activities, river runoff has
decreased and is burdened with urban domestic sewage, industrial
waste and agricultural pesticides and fertilizers, causing serious
water pollution. The Baiyangdian watershed therefore faces
serious threats.

2.2. InVEST model and ecosystem services

In this paper, we apply InVEST (Integrated Valuation of
Ecosystem Services and Tradeoffs) to analyze the provision of
ecosystem services in the Baiyangdian watershed (Tallis et al.,
2010). InVEST was developed as part of the Natural Capital Project
(www.naturalcapitalproject.org), a partnership between Stanford
University, the Nature Conservancy, and the World Wildlife Fund,
working with many other institutions, the aim being an alignment
of economic forces with conservation objectives. InVEST combines
land use and land management information with information on
environmental conditions (e.g., soil and climate information) as
inputs into ecological production functions to generate spatially
explicit predictions on the supply of ecosystem services. Economic
information on the demand for ecosystem services is combined
with ecosystem service supply to generate predictions about the
use and value of ecosystem services. We illustrate the application
of InVEST in mapping and analyzing ecosystem services using
biophysical data from the Baiyangdian watershed. For this
application, we model biodiversity, carbon sequestration, water
quality (nitrogen and phosphorus), soil retention, water yield, and
pollination.

2.2.1. Biodiversity

We modeled habitat quality as a proxy for biodiversity,
ultimately estimating the extent of habitat and vegetation types

http://www.naturalcapitalproject.org/
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across a landscape and their state of degradation. We assumed that
areas with high quality habitat would better support all levels of
biodiversity and that decreases in habitat extent and quality over
time would result in a decline in biodiversity persistence,
resilience, and breadth and depth in the area of decline (Tallis
et al., 2010). In our research, habitat quality is a function of four
factors: the relative impact of each threat, the relative sensitivity of
each habitat type to each threat, the distance between habitats and
sources of threats, and the degree to which the land is legally
protected (Tallis et al., 2010). Six threats (cropland, rural
residential, urban, primary roads, secondary roads and light
roads), which represent anthropogenic drivers in human-domi-
nated landscapes, were considered.

2.2.2. Carbon sequestration

Carbon storage within ecosystems – in wood, other biomass
types, and soil – has the effect of removing CO2 from the
atmosphere, where it would contribute to climate change. In
addition to simple storage of carbon, many systems also
continue to accumulate carbon in plants and soil over time,
thereby ‘sequestering’ additional carbon each year. Our model
uses maps of land use and land cover types and data on stocks in
four carbon pools (above-ground biomass, below-ground bio-
mass, soil, and dead organic matter) to estimate the amount of
carbon sequestered each year within a landscape (Tallis et al.,
2010).

2.2.3. Water quality

A major impact of land use on water quality is the contribution
of nutrients to surface waters. The removal of polluting nutrients
and filtration of drinking water are important services provided by
functioning ecosystems. Our water quality model evaluates the
pollutant removal service provided by a particular landscape.
Although there are multiple potentially significant impairments of
water quality, in this study we focused on nitrogen (N) and
phosphorus (P) (Tallis et al., 2010).

2.2.4. Soil retention

Erosion and sedimentation in watersheds can lead to decreased
hydropower output, structural damage to reservoirs and other
types of water infrastructure, and flooding. We estimate the
capacity of a land parcel to retain sediment using data on
geomorphology, climate, vegetation and management practices
(Tallis et al., 2010).

2.2.5. Water yield

The provision of fresh water is an ecosystem service that
contributes to the welfare of society. We estimate the annual
average quantity and identify the annual water yield contribution
from each part of the landscape. This calculation is then used in
conjunction with data on mean annual precipitation, annual
reference evapotranspiration, and correction factors for vegetation
type, soil depth, and plant-available water content (Tallis et al.,
2010).
Table 1
Percentage of each ecosystem service hotspot in ecosystems.

A Biodiversity Carbon sequestration Retention_N

Forest 43.97 66.42 0.48

Shrub 23.27 28.40 0.31

Grass 31.37 4.59 5.36

Wetland 0.08 0.04 1.48

Farmland 1.31 0.55 92.37
Total 100 100 100

Bold indicates the upper one percentage of each ecosystem service hotspot in each eco
2.2.6. Pollination

Crop pollination by bees and other animals is a potentially
valuable ecosystem service in many landscapes of mixed
agricultural and natural habitats (Allen-Wardell et al., 1998; Free,
1993). Our pollination model focuses on wild bees as a key animal
pollinator. It uses estimates of the availability of nest sites and
floral resources and bee flight ranges to derive an index of
abundance of bee nesting in each cell of a landscape (i.e., pollinator
supply). It then uses flight range information to estimate an index
of bee abundance visiting each agricultural cell (Tallis et al., 2010).

2.3. Services hotspots

‘Hotspot’ was defined as ‘an area that provides large compo-
nents of a particular service’. We delineated hotspots as the richest
10% of grid cells for each service, compared to the more traditional
‘five percent or less’, definition of other studies (van Jaarsveld et al.,
1998; Orme et al., 2005; Egoh et al., 2009).

2.4. Correlation, overlap and principal component analyses

Services were allocated by ‘planning units’, defined as the
uniform spatial unit of analysis; 15,050 sub-watershed areas were
extracted from a DEM and designated as ‘planning units’.

Two types of tests – service correlation and hotspot overlap –
were used in our research to evaluate the spatial concordance of
biodiversity and ecosystem services. To estimate service correla-
tion, we calculated correlations (Pearson’s r) between service
values across all 15,050 planning units in the watershed. For the
hotspot overlap, we calculated the number of cells for each pair-
wise combination of services that occur in each network and the
number of such services that co-occur. We considered two
functions of these variables: the ratio of observed to expected
numbers of overlapping cells, and the number of overlapping cells
as a fraction of the number of cells in the smaller hotspot (Chan
et al., 2006).

Baiyangdian watershed contains 33 counties. Principal compo-
nent analyses were used to analyze spatial differences in services
based on these counties.

3. Results

3.1. Services distribution

Significant values for biodiversity, carbon sequestration, soil
retention and water yield hotspot were found in forest, shrub and
grasslands, while farmland contained significant values for N/P
retention and pollination hotspot. No ecosystem service hotspot
was found in desert, or urban, areas (Table 1).

Spatial distributions of biodiversity and the six ecosystem
services were distinctly different (Fig. 2). The northern and
southwestern regions of the watershed were very important for
providing multiple services, such as biodiversity, water yield,
carbon sequestration and soil retention, while the eastern and
Retention_P Pollination Soil retention Water yield

0.63 0.29 39.47 48.19
0.44 0.29 24.64 39.74

6.00 0.55 32.64 11.50

1.93 0.24 0.00 0.05

91.01 98.62 3.24 0.52

100 100 100 100

system.



Fig. 2. Spatial distributions of biodiversity and the six ecosystem services. (Biodiversity and ecosystem services are displayed in color with the accompanying hotspots in gray

insets. (For interpretation of the references to color in this sentence, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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southern sections were important for providing N/P retention and
pollination.

3.2. Spatial relationships

Spatial correlations between ecosystems services were very
high (Table 2A): Pearson’s r results indicated very significant
correlations; biodiversity showed a positive correlation with soil
retention, water yield and carbon sequestration and a negative
correlation with N/P retention and pollination, with the highest
positive correlation being with soil retention (0.813) and the
highest negative correlation with pollination (�0.256). Generally,
the highest correlation was between N and P retention (0.93),
which was also a positive correlation.
Table 2
Pair-wise spatial associations between biodiversity and ecosystem services.

Biodiversity Carbon sequestration Retention

A
Biodiversity 1

Carbon sequestration 0.554 1

Retention_N �0.206 �0.087 1

Retention_P �0.237 �0.112 0.93
Pollination �0.256 �0.062 0.896
Soil retention 0.813 0.668 �0.195

Water yield 0.535 0.288 0.501

B
Biodiversity 1.00

Carbon sequestration 6.02 1.00

Retention_N 0.01 0.02 1.00

Retention_P 0.01 0.03 6.98
Pollination 0.03 0.06 3.65

Soil retention 3.11 3.04 0.01

Water yield 5.62 0.27 0.03

C
Biodiversity 100.00

Carbon sequestration 45.02 100.00

Retention_N 0.10 0.17 100.00

Retention_P 0.07 0.23 55.81
Pollination 0.26 0.54 30.74

Soil retention 37.40 36.49 0.17

Water yield 43.33 2.10 0.27

Bold in each table indicates the top three associations.
Pair-wise overlaps between the seven hotspots are displayed in
Table 2B. In most comparisons, however, the number of shared
planning units is less than expected, especially for biodiversity, soil
retention and water yield with N/P retention and pollination. N and
P retention are, however, the pairs that shared prioritized planning
units at higher than expected levels (6.98). Dislike spatial
correlation, the highest pair-wise overlap than expected for
biodiversity was carbon sequestration (6.02), then water yield
(5.62). The same overlaps are shown as percentages of the smaller
of the two relevant networks in Table 2C. The results were quite
similar. The highest of such overlaps was between retention N and
retention P (55.81%), then between biodiversity and carbon
sequestration (45.02%). Results from proportional overlap analysis
(Table 3) also showed that retention N and retention P had a
_N Retention_P Pollination Soil retention Water yield

1

0.905 1

�0.226 �0.237 1

0.506 0.541 0.494 1

1.00

3.98 1.00

0.02 0.01 1.00

0.03 0.00 2.54 1

100.00

33.48 100.00

0.18 0.15 100.00

0.23 0.00 30.51 100.00



Table 3
Proportional overlap of hotspot targets achieved between biodiversity hotspot and ecosystem services hotspots.

Biodiversity Carbon sequestration Retention_N Retention_P Pollination Soil retention Water yield

Biodiversity 100 45.02 0.09 0.06 0.23 23.29 42.05

Carbon sequestration 38.60 100 0.13 0.19 0.41 19.48 1.74

Retention_N 0.10 0.17 100 57.04 29.86 0.12 0.27

Retention_P 0.07 0.23 55.81 100 31.81 0.12 0.23

Pollination 0.26 0.54 30.74 33.48 100 0.11 0.00

Soil retention 37.40 36.49 0.17 0.18 0.15 100 30.51

Water yield 43.33 2.10 0.25 0.22 0.00 19.58 100

Fig. 3. Ecosystem services hotspots.
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relatively high hotspot overlap with each other (57.05% and
55.81%, respectively). The lowest hotspot overlap was between
water yield and pollination. In the case of the biodiversity hotspot,
the highest three hotspot proportions were carbon sequestration
(45.02%), water yield (42.05%) and soil retention (23.29%). In the
case of the soil retention hotspot, the highest three were
biodiversity (37.40%), carbon sequestration (36.49%) and water
Fig. 4. The results of principal c
yield (30.51%). Few services hotspots were achieved in other
services hotspots. Fig. 3 illustrates the seven individual services,
summed over space, highlighting the distribution of areas selected
for different numbers of services. Protecting these high-number
areas of multiple benefits would be the most efficient option for
conservation management.

3.3. Grouping ecosystem services

Principal component analysis (PCA) of biodiversity and six
ecosystem services in 33 counties indicated that they can be
divided into two groups (Fig. 4A). Group I contained biodiversity,
water yield, carbon sequestration and soil retention; and group II
contained N/P retention and pollination. While based on ecosys-
tem services in each county, the 33 counties can also be divided
into three groups (subregions A–C) from PCA (Fig. 4B). The spatial
distribution of the three subregions is shown in Fig. 5: subregion A
is mainly in a mountainous area, distributed in the western and
northern regions of the Baiyangdian watershed; subregion B is in a
plain, distributed in the eastern and southern regions of the
Baiyangdian watershed; subregion C is a mountainous-plain zone,
distributed in the southern regions of the Baiyangdian watershed.

4. Discussion

4.1. Spatial congruence

We found a high overlap and correlation between the
biodiversity hotspot and three ecosystem services hotspots (water
yield, soil retention and carbon sequestration) and little overlap
and correlation between three other ecosystem services hotspots
(N/P retention and pollination and spatial congruence), which
supports the findings of Turner et al. (2007). This indicates a
general conclusion that biodiversity hotspots often co-occur with
certain ecosystem services (such as water yield and carbon
omponent analyses (PCA).



Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of three subregions, from PCA.
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sequestration), but do not co-occur with some other ecosystem
services (N/P retention and pollination). This suggests that
biodiversity conservation strategies can also generate other vital
ecosystem services. On the other hand, biodiversity and N/P
retention had a highly significant negative correlation, which was
not expected since this would indicate that biodiversity priority
areas have a low ability for N/P retention. These results may,
however, relate to particular areas, so we would rather draw the
conclusion that biodiversity does not co-occur with N/P retention.

4.2. Bundling ecosystem services

Based on our research, bundling ecosystem services for
management was possible. Although the spatial distribution of
ecosystem services varied from place to place, biodiversity and
ecosystem services can be divided into two groups, based on PCA.
Ecosystem services showed a positive relationship within groups,
which also showed a high spatial overlap. This contrasts with the
observed negative relationship and low spatial overlap between
groups. In addition, 33 counties could be divided into three
subregions. Results clearly indicated that subregion A mainly
provided group I services, and subregion B mainly provided group
II services.

Additional proportional overlap analysis indicated that the
biodiversity hotspot generally achieved a high proportion of
carbon sequestration (45.02%), water yield (42.05%) and soil
retention (23.29%). The soil retention hotspot also achieved a high
proportion of biodiversity (37.40%), carbon sequestration
(36.49%) and water yield (30.51%). Several services often co-
occur spatially; conservation was the one service that could also
benefit others, especially conservation for biodiversity and soil
retention (as indicated in our research). Fig. 3 highlights the
spatial distribution of areas selected for different numbers of
services. Protecting these high numbers areas of multiple benefits
would therefore be the most efficient management option. This
indicates that, when formulating conservation strategies, the
bundling of ecosystem services can be helpful for optimizing
conservation areas.

4.3. Limitations

While the information presented here represents an improve-
ment on previous large-scale work on ecosystem services, our
study is nevertheless constrained by the limited availability of
data. One shortcoming was the use of ‘habitat quality’ as a
surrogate for biodiversity. Due to a lack of information and
methodology constraints, several indicators have been previously
used as surrogates for biodiversity. For example, Anderson et al.
(2009) in their case study for Britain, used only a few species to
represent ‘biodiversity’. Nelson et al. (2009) who, in their Oregon
(USA) case study, found little evidence of trade-offs between
biodiversity and ecosystem services, relied on only 24 species as
an indication of biodiversity. Species richness (Costanza et al.,
2007), species diversity (Thiere et al., 2009), rarity (Chan et al.,
2006) were also used as proxies for biodiversity. We suggested
that better surrogates were needed, or even that the use of
surrogates be abandoned in favor of using direct measures of
biodiversity.We only quantified the ‘hypotheses’ relating to
biodiversity and ecosystem services hotspots, rather than
measurements relating to these two concepts. Additional
measurements of suitable parameters are needed to validate
conclusions based on surrogate values and to identify priority
areas. Our framework would be the good choice for such an
analysis.Our findings – indicating a strong relationship between
overlap of biodiversity and ecosystem services – could have been
overestimated due to the method that we used for mapping
planning units and hotspots: we used a large number of samples
(15,050 planning units) as well as the top 10% grid cells identified
as hotspot area, in contrast to the more traditional ‘five percent or
less method’ used in other studies (Egoh et al., 2009).In spite of the
above-mentioned limitations, our findings have wide-ranging
policy implications, illustrating the value of hotspots in human-
dominated landscapes for representing biodiversity as well as
other key ecosystem services. Our results highlighted the
difficulty of establishing between biodiversity–N/P retention
and pollination in the same area but also demonstrated possible
achieving biodiversity and water, and soil and carbon. These
results can be used for optimizing conservation strategies for
multiple ecosystem services (Chan et al., 2006).

5. Conclusion

Previously, the management of most existing conservation
areas was mainly concerned with biodiversity (Balvanera et al.,
2001; Egoh et al., 2007) and largely ignored the protection of
other ecosystem services. According to our research, biodiversi-
ty priorities co-occur with water yield, soil retention and carbon
sequestration. Conservation of a biodiversity hotspot was
associated with maintaining 45.02% of a carbon sequestration
hotspot, 42.05% of a water yield hotspot, and 23.29% of a soil
retention hotspot, indicating that conserving biodiversity will
also result in the protection of these services. Although there are
many other potential tradeoffs – such as management efficiency,
service beneficiaries and landholders – our systematic and
comprehensive approach provides valuable information on the
congruence and divergence among biodiversity hotspot and
ecosystem services hotspots. Conserving biodiversity can also
benefit other ecosystem services. Although a virtual biodiversity
conservation hotspot was used in our research, our methods also
make use of readily available data and are therefore applicable
to other places and situations. For example, our results can be
used to examine existing conservation strategies, functions and
efficiency, or to assist in conservation hotspot selection, which is
vital for practical decision making.
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